1. ARIKPO RECEIVED ME THIS AFTERNOON AT CONCLUSION FEDERAL EXECUTIVE COUNCIL (FEC) MEETING. I SAID USG DEEPLY CONCERNED AT SHOOTING DOWN OF ICRC AIRCRAFT AND IMPLICATIONS THIS DEVELOPMENT FOR FUTURE OF RELIEF AIRLIFT. ASKED WHETHER FMG POLICY WAS STILL AS STATED BY GOWON TO FERGUSON AND OLSON ON JUNE 3 (LAGOS 5026). ARIKPO REPLIED THAT ISSUE HAD BEEN DISCUSSED AT LENGTH IN FEC AND AGREEMENT REACHED THAT IN VIEW REBEL ACQUISITION AIR CAPABILITY FMG COULD NO LONGER PASSIVELY ACCEPT UNCONTROLLED FLIGHTS THROUGH ITS AIRSPACE. FEC THINKING WAS THAT TIME AND FLIGHT PATTERN OF EACH RELIEF FLIGHT WOULD HAVE TO BE NOTIFIED IN ADVANCE TO FMG. ANY AIRCRAFT NOT SO NOTIFIED WOULD BE REGARDED AS HOSTILE AND ATTEMPT MADE TO INTERCEPT. INTERCEPTOR WOULD SIGNAL SUCH AIRCRAFT TO FOLLOW TO FMG AIRFIELD AND WOULD ATTACK ONLY IF AIRCRAFT DISREGARDED SIGNAL. ARIKPO ADDED THAT DETAILS THESE ARRANGEMENTS BEING WORKED OUT AND THAT FMG HOPED MAKE ANNOUNCEMENT IN FEW DAYS.
2. I responded that this proposed change FMG policy would create great difficulties for FMG and for USG and other friends of Nigeria. I said I had already been instructed to see Gowon on this subject and urged Arikpo to arrange appointment before proposed announcement made. Arikpo replied Gowon fully booked June 12 but would set up meeting June 13. He assured me announcement would not be issued until after meeting.

3. I told Arikpo USG had been greatly disturbed by fact ICRC aircraft shot down less than three days after Gowon had assured Ferguson that aircraft would not be attacked in Air. Arikpo responded that Gowon and he troubled by same aspect. Gowon had commented to Arikpo that Americans would wonder whether he controlled NAF. I intimated that such questions had been raised in Washington. I asked Arikpo whether there would be no further attacks in Air unless and until FMG announced new policy. He said there would not but I sensed lack of confidence on his part (see Lagos 5290).

4. When I mentioned MinInfo statement of June 7, Arikpo interrupted me to say that Gowon and he had been dismayed our statement. Extaff had learned MinInfo preparing statement and had tried without success to prevent issue. In response my query, Arikpo said I could assure USG on behalf Gowon and himself that statement was not rpt not expression of FMG policy or attitude. One consequence this unhappy occurrence had been FEC agreement today that all future statements re relief airlift and related problems would be made by DODAN barracks or Extaff.

5. I pointed out that USG concern over shooting down ICRC aircraft was heightened when it learned AMCIT killed and urged that FMG issue comprehensive statement soonest. Arikpo responded FMG wanted be sure of facts before issuing any more statements. Investigation was being pressed and he hoped statement could be made in few days. Arikpo commented that NAF had reported aircraft attacked only after it disregarded signal by interceptor.
TO FOLLOW AND LAND.

6. I ASK THAT DEPARTMENT REVIEW INSTRUCTIONS CONTAINED
REFTEL. GIVEN INFLAMED PUBLIC OPINION HERE AND STRONG
CONVICTION WITHIN FMG THAT SOMETHING MUST BE DONE ABOUT
NIGHT FLIGHTS, I DO NOT BELIEVE GOWON, EVEN IF HE WERE
HIMSELF SO DISPOSED WHICH I DOUBT, COULD AGREE TO MAINTAIN
STATUS QUO ON NIGHT FLIGHTS. WHILE DEPARTMENT WILL
UNDoubtedly SHARE EMBASSY DOUBT THAT FMG HAS TECHNICAL AND
ADMINISTRATIVE CAPABILITY TO CARRY OUT ARRANGEMENTS IT
NOW CONTEMPLATING, THESE ARRANGEMENTS AIM AT CONTROL
RATHER THAN PROHIBITION RELIEF FLIGHTS. IN PRESENT
CIRCUMSTANCES, I BELIEVE OUR MOST EFFECTIVE COURSE
IS TO TRY TO GUIDE FMG IN DEVISING WORKABLE CONTROL
PROCEDURES AND TO TRY TO CONVINCE ICRC AND JCA TO
COOPERATE IN SUCH PROCEDURES.
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